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Introduction
Reconstruction de novo of a genome sequence is a great challenge, largely due to computational difficulties connected with processing millions of reads
at once. ALGA (ALgorithm for Genome Assembly) is a new method realizing this process and is based on the overlap-layout-consensus approach. The
approach consists of three phases: construction of the overlap graph, preparation of the graph for traversal and agreement of final sequences. It is generally
viewed as more accurate than the so-called de Bruijn graph approach, but much more demanding in the sense of time and memory. Several new ideas were
implemented in order to increase efficiency at each of the phases.

Overlap graph construction
In the first phase of the algorithm, the overlap graph is constructed. In order
to reduce memory usage, ALGA creates the reverse of that graph instead
and transposes it afterwards. By doing so, ALGA can efficiently recognize
and remove transitive edges during the graph creation phase.

Graph transformation
The overlap graph needs to undergo a few simplification steps that
transform it to a state ready for the traversal and creation of contigs.
These steps include cutting short parallel paths by solving a variant of the
minimum directed spanning tree problem in local subgraphs, trimming
branches and compressing paths.

Contig derivation
Each contig is represented by some path in the simplified graph. Starting
from a single edge, a path can be extended by appending some edges to
its beginning or its end. Path extension is affected by local properties of the
graph and connections between paired reads.

Arrows of the same color form a path that corresponds to a final contig

Quality of results
ALGA was tested on a few real data sets obtained for human, bacteria
M. parvicella, algae C. sorokiniana and nematode C. elegans. Results were
evaluated with the standard tool QUAST [1]. ALGA provides very good
results according to metrics such as genome coverage fraction, length of
resulting sequences and occurences of misassemblies.

Comparison of several assemblers for a whole human genome data set

Performance
ALGA is implemented with the use of different parallelization schemes,
effective memory management and incorporation of cache-locality
improvement techniques.

Time and memory usage of tested assemblers for data sets obtained for
M. parvicella, C. sorokiniana, C. elegans and H. sapiens
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Despite the recent progress in the 
field, construction of a multiple 
sequence alignment (MSA) still requires 
a considerable effort from a human 
expert. Automated methods can make 
various errors, that often result from 
an unfortunate selection of input 
sequences, e.g. when set of these 
sequences is redundant. In this 
contribution I used tools from BioShell 
package (ap_blast_nonredundant, 
ap_filter_msa) to filter an input 
sequence set and construct better MSA 
in an iterative fashion. 

Results
The method has been tested and 
validated on a nonredundant set 
of sequences from HOMSTRAD and 
UniRef. BioShell for the identity 
parameter equal to 50% removes 
up to 99% of all found sequences. 
MSA is done with greater 
accuracy, because profile will be 
constructed from fewer, but more 
significant sequences. 

Conclusions
- BioShell makes a set of sequences 
to be taken into account during MSA 
less redundant
- Protocol using BioShell with 
external software generates 
sequence profile with more 
biological information
- Because of less number of 
sequence, sequence profile is build 
up to 40 times faster
- Human expert applying BioShell is 
not forced to manually improve MSA 

Applications will be tested on other 
databases.

BioShell software reduce an 
overrepresentation of sequences, 
increase quality of a MSA, 
build better sequence profile. 
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Introduction
Emergence of novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 had became a global threat in a blink of an eye. Many
research groups, coroporations and organizations had proposed sets of primers for RT-qPCR tech-
nology that ought to be reliable, primary source of diagnostic power all around the world. During
the course of pandemic, studies and reports had shown that nowt every proposed set of primers can
amplify the virus, thus false negative and false positive results had became a serious problem. Since
global lockdown hadn’t been handled properly in plethora of countries, evolution of SARS-CoV-2
had became region specific, which introduced mutations that altered performance of globally rec-
ommended primers. Our group inspired by diagnostic work of our collegues from Human Genome
Variation Research Group from Malopolska Centre of Biotechnology and in collaboration with Meta-
SUB consortium had addressed those problems by performing a set of in-silico experiments for the
evaluation of SARS-CoV-2 primers performance.
Those in-silico tests helped to establish what is the most recommended set of primers and their had
been put all together as a Python library we called pyprimer, which will be available as an open-
source solution applicable to benchmark performance of primers and to design them for PCR-family
laboratory techniques.

Data and Methods
Global dataset was obtained from GISAID repository, then filtered with strict criterion concerning
quality of sequences:
◦ Number of ambiguous nucleotides (”N”) must be less than or equal to 5%
◦ No sequences with ambiguous nucleotides within primer bindning sites are allowed
◦ Metadata of sequences must be complete (or really easy to impute)

Regional Polish dataset was obtained from collection of sequences obtained in Małopolska Cen-
tre of Biotechnology by Human Genome Variation Research Group. Polish dataset hadn’t required
any filtering. Sequences of primer pairs were obtained from WHO and CDC websites.
Processing and analysis of data had been performed in following steps:

1. Multiple Sequence Alignment (for later construction of probability matrices)

2. Description of physical properties of sequences and primer pairs

3. Fuzzy matching of primer pairs with Levensthein distance set to zero

4. Filtering and selection of cannonical amplicons created by in-silico bindings

5. Evaluation of stability of primer pairs based on the Primer Pair Coverage metric

PPC =
Fm

Fl
× Rm

Rl
× (1− CVm)

CVm =
σ(Fm,Rm)

µ(Fm,Rm)

Where:
PPC - Primer Pair Coverage
Fm - Number of nucleotides that matched sequence in F primer
Fl - Total length of F primer
Rm - Number of nucleotides that matched sequence in R primer
Rl - Total length of R primer
CVm - Coefficient of variation for matched regions
σ - Standard deviation
µ - Arithmetic mean

6. Matching of probes to amplicons with same Levensthein distance criterion and discarding of ill
fitted records.

7. Exploration of dimerization properties with RNAfold

As illustrated in the results, post-hoc analysis had been also performed to show in easy to percieve
and graphic way, which primers are the onec that after in silico evaluation should be recommended
for further use.

Results
Fig.-1 shows the Venn diagrams with four sets of primers that had the highest performance dur-
ing in-silico evaluation. Although US CDC 2019-nCoV N3 had the same in-silico performance as
primers from Institut Pasteur, they had been retracted from global usage, hence they are not taken
into account in discussion. Sets of primers shown at the global Venn diagram are recommended for
in-laboratorium validation before applying them for diagnostic purposes.

Figure 1: Venn diagram of three best primer pairs for diagnostic purposes of SARS-CoV-2 identification. On the left for
Polish Sequences, on the right for global sequences downloaded from GISAID.

Fig.-2 shows the entire benchmark results in a form of horizontal bar plot, to underline the lack of
performance in many of sets. Versioning of primers is kept due to ambiguous IUPAC coding in many
of them.
To being able to determine whether chemical properties of primers will allow for the amplification
of target, one must also consider occurrence of primer dimer problem

Figure 2: Horizontal bar plot that shows the overall performance of all primer sets. Length of the bars is determined by
how much sequences given pair of primers had been able to match conservatively.

Figure 3: Graphic representation of two-dimensional primer dimer structures that given primers sets may form. Colors
of nucleotides are assigning probability of positioning in predicted structure (red is equal to highest probability, blue is
equal to the lowest).

Fig.-3 illustrates two dimensional structures of three best sets of primers. Ilustrations obtained with
RNAfold software are very informative and allows for better understanding of the design of primers.
At the top of figure, Paris nCoV IP2 primer pair had formed the perfect circle with highest proba-
bility (best structure) and at the bottom of figure WHO E Sarbeco had formed a dimerized structure
with high probability of occurrence (worst strusctures).

Discussion
As seen on Fig.-1, geographical region dependent mutations are altering performance of primers.
From plethora of primer sets and their variants only few of them can really be used for the diagnos-
tics of SARS-CoV-2 infections. We believe that rapid benchmark and design of primers may be the
key for better diagnostic power, and that pyprimer python library may drastically improve the state
of diagnostics while applied to design of primers precisely for geographical regions of interest (by
avoiding generalization of the problem).
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